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PROFILE

A Full Stack Dev, is vegan and into nature Al grid. Implementing detail oriented focus from unblocking chakras from my Energy 
Healer qualifications to debugging codes as well as being patiently dedicated, creative and authentic throughout the process of 
problem solving as a former Yoga Instructor, meditation guide. Also, who is motivated, reliable, articulate, self starter with over 15 
years of customer service experience across event management, hospitality, wellness. Hospitality, and Tour Management 
background sprinkles openness of receiving feedback, provides excellent time-management skills with deadlines as I go above 
and beyond. Passionately mentor and lead groups in a classroom environment.

EXPERIENCES

Software Engineering Immersive, General Assembly - Los Angeles, CA 01.2022 - Present

• Participating in a full time, 12 weeks software development and programming immersive with 500 hours, completing projects in 
class and personal projects focused on real-world applications based on full stack principles of frameworks and languages 
implemented.

- developing and executing web applications on Visual Studio Code.
- creating and testing user stories, ERDs and wireframes to ensure quality.
- managing through timeline, development, debugging and deployment.
- using SQL techniques to create and extract data.
- Integrate with external APIs and services as needed for the platforms.
- Utilize git as a version control and project management.
Projects:
- Juggle Your Memory : Classic card pairing memory game. Technologies: Front-End Application: HTML, CSS, Javascript
- NBA Pocket (Heroku): NBA players full-stack app that can be searched and favorited. (GitHub) Technologies: Front-End: 
HTML, CSS, Javascript. Back-End: SQL, Node, Express, Crud, RESTful Routing, APIs, Heroku.

Event Manager & Tour Guide, Self Employed 05.2015 - Present

• Inform tourists and coach them with genuine and trustworthy sales skills that increased revenues by 18%.

• Oversee the budget of each function, orchestrate destinations time efficiently, negotiate with vendors and slash costs 12% and 
save 1 hour/day. 

• Utilize social media effectively to engage with industry influencers and new clients by enhancing brand image.

Hostess, Guest Relations, Charlie Palmer Collections, Aureole - New York, USA                    11.2018 - 04. 2020

• Devoted to exceed the expectations of patrons especially PPX above & beyond with integrity, increased visits 20%/month.

• Determined to cultivate the guest experiences in a cordial and professional manner by actively listening them.

• Train less experienced staff and collaborate with FOH and BOH in a harmony to better represent the brand.

• Take the highest level of care for keeping FOH clean and floor plan is aligned with the seating arrangement.

Studio Manager & Yoga Instructor, Yogarooms Studio - Istanbul, Turkey 05.2011 - 12.2012

• Executed day to day operations of the studio such as greeting, scheduling, hiring, training, managing front desk staff, 
membership sales, keeping the maintenance of studio on par and budget reporting.

• Trained yoga classes, inspired attendees of all level to a place of wellness & mentored for long-term health with nutritions.

Assistant Project Manager, Kenes International Congress Organization - Istanbul, Turkey 12.2010 - 03.2011

• Directed deadlines of the project by multitasking.

• Performed pre-event duties such as inspections arrangement of commuting tickets and accommodations of speakers or 
sponsored attendees and on-site events such as prep of venue, payment and guiding attendees.

Assistant Project Manager, Atilim Fairs & Organizations - Istanbul, Turkey 01.2010 - 07.2010 

• Spearheaded marketing department by enhancing promotional tools and channels, improved sales by 30% locally.

• Accomplished selling the Main Sponsorship of 3 fairs in Basra, Iraq for 35.000 Euros.
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• Prepared booth sales report for 6 international exhibitions and presented weekly and monthly. 

EDUCATION

Software Engineering Immersive 500 hrs | General Assembly, Los Angeles 01.2022 - 04.2022

Post Graduate, Wine Business Management | Niagara College, Niagara Falls 09.2013 - 04.2014 

Bachelor Degree, International Relations | Koc University, Istanbul 09.2004 - 07.2009

Yoga Teacher Training Program  200 hrs | YogaWorks, New York 03.2011 - 04.2011

References available upon request.


